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Background

Methods

Mental health researchers tend to view treatment
resistance as a function of a single mental disorder.
They will focus attention on developing a single
intervention, medication or manual driven
psychotherapy, targeting a specific disorder or
symptom complex, and moving away from individual
patients. This categorical approach tends to minimize
the complexity of co-morbidity and results in
suboptimal treatment for the co-morbid disorders
(Grote & Frank, 2003). It can obscure the degree of
functional impairment (severity) that may be an
important consideration for treatment (Skodol &
Bender, 2009). Further, individuals with treatment
resistant condition are consistently excluded from
efficacy studies. This does not comport with actual
clinical experience.
There are descriptive studies of approaches to
treatment resistance (e.g. Krikorian and Fowler, 2008),
but little solid empirical investigation. Recently,
Fowler, Smith & Hilsenroth (in preparation)
attempted to bridge the gaps in our understanding
of the cross-cutting dimensions of “severity” and
“dysfunction” by examining whether these
phenomena are associated with clinically relevant
behavioral markers for treatment resistance. Using the
Global Psychiatric Severity Index (GPSI) they found
that GPSI domains clearly differentiated outpatient
and residential treatment samples in the predicted
directions; and they differentially predicted
treatment response in a combined sample of
inpatients and outpatients. Higher GPSI scores
predicted poorer Axis V change. They did not
explore whether initial levels of healthy defensive
functioning may be an important predictor of
treatment resistance.

•This study was declared exempt by the
Institutional Review Board of the Catholic
University of America
• Participants in the CPRinc Annual Research
Conference (5 Feb 2012) joined an ad hoc
Practice Research Network (PRN) by submitting
anonymous rating of two therapy cases –
treatment effective and treatment resistant
(Clinicians = 27, Cases = 54)
•Measures taken for each patient/client:
¶ Initial Global Psychiatric Severity Index (GPSI:
Fowler et al., in preparation) Assesses six domains
of psychiatric severity: co-morbid diagnoses,
attempted treatment modalities, trauma history,
interpersonal problems, psychological symptoms,
and destructives behaviors
¶ Initial Defensive Functioning Scale (DFS) a
validated, trans-theoretical measure of healthy
adaptation. Clinicians record observed defense
mechanisms grouped in 7 levels from highly
adaptive to dysregulated. A measure of central
tendency (mean or median) represents an
individual’s level of Overall Defensive
Functioning (ODF)
¶ Pre- and post-treatment Global Assessment of
Functioning (GAF: DSM-IV-TR) : The lowest of
separately assessed social, psychological &
occupational scores
•Data analysis: Spearmabn correlations tested
relationship of adaptive functioning and aspects
of psychiatric severity. Step-wise regression
analyses examined whether dimensions of
psychiatric severity and the level of adaptive
functioning at onset of treatment predicted the
change in GAF over the course of treatment.

The present study

DFS v GPSI SUBSCALE &
TOTAL SCORES (N = 54)

The present study expands upon this work by using
the Defensive Functioning Scale (DFS; DSM-IV-TR, pp.
807-813), a recently validated (Porcerelli et al., 2011)
trans-theoretical measure of adaptive style based on
developmental concepts to see whether assessing
adaptive (defensive) functioning contributes to the
assessment of potential treatment resistance in
individuals who enter mental health care.
Further, the hesitancy of psychodynamic clinicians
to participate in empirical research has made the
evidence base for psychodynamic treatments
incomplete. Their reluctance may in part result from
unfamiliarity with the ease with which one can
participate in a Practice Research Network. Forming
the attendees of the annual CPRinc Research
Conference was an effort to demonstrate to them
how any group of clinicians in private practice can
collaborate to develop meaningful evidence of what
actually happens in treatment

Findings

Implications
• Initial healthy defensive functioning
may be an important contributor to
prediction of treatment resistance
beyond psychiatric severity alone. Using
DFS and GPSI together in studies of
treatment resistance seems warranted

► Adaptive style and psychiatric severity were
inversely related. High (more mature) levels of
defensive functioning were associated with less
psychiatric severity; and less mature levels were
associated with greater severity
► Only GPSI destructive behavior score significantly
predicted change in GAF score

• Total psychiatric severity scores
significantly differentiated treatment
resistant from treatment effective cases
in the expected direction; and overall
defensive functioning (ODF) was
negatively associated with psychiatric
severity. These results support the
convergent validity of both the GPSI and
the DFS
• The median ODF score of the DFS may
actually be a more valid measure of
defensive functioning than the mean
ODF which is used in research. This
finding may be particularly important
because medians are sufficiently easier
to calculate than means to make it
attractive for clinicians to incorporate
the DFS into their evaluations of
clients/patients for initial assessment and
to track progress and outcomes.
• Increasing the use of validated
measures by clinicians in private practice
may enhance the effectiveness of their
own clinical work and also provide a rich
source of data to share for investigations
• PRNs make significant contributions to
our understanding of change in therapy.
Clinicians’ reluctance to participate in
research may be mitigated by their
participating in informal small studies
using ad hoc PRNs

NOTE: Findings significant at p = .01 or better are
highlighted

► Overall Defensive Functioning (ODF)
significantly predicted GAF change over and
above destructive behavior. Median ODF
explained more of the variance than Mean ODF
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